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Safe & Secure e-Mail for Schools

It does all the things you would expect an e-mail service to do:
Read e-mails, in both plain text and graphic-rich HTML format
Write new e-mails with built in spell checker.
Address lists for school friends, helpful contacts, even mum and dad!
Folders management, so the children can keep e-mails in easy to find groups.

Advanced Security Features:
Controls and verifies attachments, as part of comprehensive anti-virus procedures.
Monitors words and phrases in e-mail, so we can detect swearwords, bullying and moderate third
party messages. It can both replace offending words and copy the messages to a teacher.
Limits the images embedded in e-mails, both for discretion when displaying inappropriate
pictures, and as an anti-virus measure.

Time Organizer Functions:
Common calendars for school, class and personal events.
Shared to-do lists, for example, class assignments or personal work schedules.
Free format “post-it” style notes are available from home and school - no leaving homework
papers in class now!
Internet bookmarks: so that useful sites discovered at home can easily be shared at school, rather
than recorded in the favourites menu of a single PC.

Other modules can be added on request, just ask what is possible.

How do you get started?
We will establish your own personalized e-mail web site with School colours, badge and motto.
Teachers and children are each given a log-in ID and password and we give an introductory
training session.

We  charge  for  installation,  which  depends  on  the  size  of  school  and  your  customization
requirements, together with an annual charge per pupil, again depending on numbers, which is the
full cost of support too.

What Else do we need?
A Web Browser: Internet Explorer, Firefox, Opera, Netscape, Safari.
No New Hardware.
No New Software.
Operating System Independent.
Full Technical Information is available from our web-site.

 Number of Pupils Set-up charge Annual Charge per
Pupil

 1 to 100 £250 £2.00
 100 to 500 £350 £1.75
 500 to 1000 £450 £1.50
 Greater than 1000 £500 £1.25
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